As open source software products have evolved over time to satisfy a variety of demands from increasing users, they have become large and complex in general. Open source developers often face with challenges in fixing a considerable amount of bugs which are reported into a bug tracking system on a daily basis. As a result, the mean time to resolve bugs has been protracted in these days. In order to reduce the mean time to resolve bugs, managers/leaders of open source projects need to identify and understand the bottleneck of a bug modification process in their own projects. In this paper, we propose an analysis method which represents a bug modification process using a bug tracking system as a state transition diagram and then calculates the amount of time required to transit between states. We have conducted a case study using Firefox and Apache project data to confirm the usefulness of the analysis method. From the results of the case study, we have found that the method helped to reveal that both of the projects took a lot of time to verify results of bug modifications by developers.
INTRODUCTION
A collective effort by geographically-distributed developers enables us to use high quality and functionality open source software products. As open source software products have evolved over time to satisfy a variety of demands from increasing users, they have become large and complex in general. As a result, open source developers often face with challenges in fixing a considerable amount of bugs which are reported into a bug tracking system [4, 19, 12, 17 ] on a daily basis.
A bug tracking system is a system for sharing bug information reported by project members including users, knowing the progress of bug modifications, avoiding unmodified bugs and so forth. Although a bug tracking system is designed to help developers collaboratively modify software bugs, the current situation where a lot of bug information is reported impedes efficient bug modification activities. The mean time to resolve bugs has been protracted in these days.
For instance, the mean time to resolve bugs in Linux kernel development was 1.8 years (1.25 median years) [14] . These facts indicate it takes a long time to resolve all reported bugs in large-scale open source software development. Reducing the mean time to resolve bugs is demanded not only from users who want to use open source products safely and comfortably, but also from developers who need to deal with a lot of bugs.
In order to reduce the mean time to resolve bugs, managers and/or leaders of OSS projects need to identify and understand the bottleneck of a bug modification process in their own projects. In this paper, we propose an analysis method which represents a bug modification process using a bug tracking system as a state transition diagram and then calculates the amount of time required to transit between states. Using Firefox and Apache project data, we also conduct a case study to evaluate the usefulness of our analysis method. From the results of the case study, we have confirmed that the method helped to reveal that both of the projects took a lot of time to verify results of bug modifications by developers.
The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 describes related work and the motivation of our study. Section 3 presents a bug modification process in a common open source project, and then Section 4 proposes an method for analyzing the mean time to resolve bugs based on the modification process. Section 5 reports results of a case study using Apache HTTP Server Project and Mozilla Firefox Project data. Section 6 discusses the results of the case study and the usefulness of our method. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and presents our future work.
RELATED WORK
This section introduces past studies on defect analysis in industry software development and bug tracking systems in open source software development.
Traditional Methods for Defect Analysis
One of major factors of cost overrun and delivery delay in the traditional software engineering is defects which occur during software development. Many analysis methods had been proposed to analyze occurrence factors of defects.
For instance, ODC (Orthogonal Defect Classification) can help developers and testers identify phases and tasks to be improved, by classifying each defect into several defect types and determining whether or not the bias of the number of defects among phases and among tasks [1, 3, 6] . DCA (Defect Causal Analysis) analyzes relationships between factors of defects and the number of defects, by collecting detailed information on each defect through interviews and questionnaires in natural language and then hierarchically organizing defect factors using Fishbone diagrams [5, 13, 16] .
Since these studies described above mainly focused on the improvement of software development processes in proprietary software development organizations, the proposed method might not be applied to analyzing bug modification processes in open source projects. In general, open source projects do not have a well-defined development process and planed resources. Different types of analysis methods and/or frameworks are required in order to bug modification processes in open source projects.
Analysis of Bug Tracking Systems
There are also many studies on bug modification processes with bug tracking systems in open source projects [2, 7, 8, 9, 11, 10, 15, 18, 20, 21] .
For instance, Wang et al. proposed several metrics to measure the evolution of open source software [20] . The metrics include the number of bugs in software, the number of modified bugs and so on. As a result of a case study using the Ubuntu project which is one of Linux-based operating system distributions, the study found that about 20% of all the reported bugs were actually resolved and over ten thousand bugs were not assigned to developers. These findings indicate that it takes a long time to resolve all bugs reported into bug tracking systems and that it also takes a long time to start modifying bugs. The study, however, did not reveal the amount of time to resolve bugs. In this paper we propose a method to analyze the amount of time to resolve bugs in open source projects at the fine-grained level.
Mockus et al. [15] and Herraiz et al. [8] have reported studies on the mean time to resolve bugs in open source software development. Mockus et al. [15] have conducted two case studies of the Apache and Mozilla projects to reveal success factors of open source software development. In the case studies, they analyzed the mean time to resolve bugs because rapid modifications of software bugs are generally demanded by users. As a result of the analysis, they have found that the mean time to resolve bugs were short if bugs existed in modules regarding to kernel and protocol, and existed in modules with widely-used functions. They also found that 50% of bugs with the priority P1 and P3 were resolved within 30 days, 50% of bugs with P2 were resolved within 80 days, and 50% of bugs with P4 and P5 were resolved within 1000 days.
While [15, 8] mainly focused on precise understandings of bug modification processes in open source software development, we are interested in the extraction of the bottleneck in the bug modification process. The aim of our study is to help managers/leaders in open source projects to improve the modification processed in their won projects.
BUG MODIFICATION PROCESS
This section describes a bug modification process using a bug tracking system in a common open source project and then define several terms used in the paper.
Bug Modification Process with a Bug Tracking System
Most open source projects use bug tracking systems to unify management of bugs found and reported by developers and users in their projects. A bug tracking system helps an open source project to know the progress of bug modifications, to avoid leaving unmodified bugs and so forth. Popular bug tracking systems include Bugzilla [4] , Mantis [12] , RedMine [17] , Trac [19] 1 and so on. Figure 1 represents a bug modification process using a bug tracking system. Although a bug modification process using a bug tracking system slightly differs among individual bug tracking systems, it substantially can be represented as a state transition diagram in Figure 1 . Table 1 shows possible states of a bug in the modification process. By calculating the amount of time required to transit between states and the amount of bugs passing through 1 RedMine and Trac are widely used for project management. Bug-tracking functions are a part of the systems. any two states, we can perform a fine-grained analysis to find out the bottleneck in the modification process.
Three Phases in a Modification Process
As illustrated in Figure 1 , in this paper, we define a bug modification process using a bug tracking system as a process consisting of three different phases: untreated phase, modification phase, and verification phase.
The untreated phase focuses on a sub-process where bugs are reported into a bug tracking system but have not been accepted nor assigned to anyone. According to the study [20] , over ten thousand bugs reported into a bug tracking system of the Ubuntu project were not assigned to anyone and left in a state of untreated (no action to modify a bug). So, we consider that it is worth analyzing the untreated phase to precisely reveal delay factors of bug modifications.
The modification phase is a sub-process where bugs are substantially modified. In this phase, a reported bug is accepted to be fixed and then assigned to developers. If the developers finish to modify the bug, the state of the bug transits to "bug resolved". Analyzing this phase would let us know the actual amount of time open source developers spend to modify bugs.
Finally, the verification phase is a sub-process where members in charge of quality assurance verify that modified bugs are correctly resolved. The verification of bugs as well as the bug modification is a heavy-duty task [21] . If a bug modified by developers was not verified, the reported bug would not be recognized as a fixed (closed) bug. The analysis of the verification phase would help managers/leaders in open source communities to determine the proper number of quality assurance members.
Comparing with the past studies [8, 15] on the mean time to resolve bugs in bug tracking systems, the analysis of bug tracking systems based on the division of the bug modification process might provide us new insights on the delay of bug modifications.
ANALYSIS METHOD
This section describes an analysis method for identifying the factors which prolong the mean time to resolve bugs in bug tracking systems. The analysis method provides a means to analyze the amount of time from "bug reported" to "bug verified" at the fine grained level and helps to identify the bottleneck in the complicated bug modification process.
Overview
Using history data of modifications managed by bug tracking systems, the analysis method represents a bug modification process as a state transition diagram and then obtains the amount of time spent for transitions to each state. Representing the bug modification process as a state transition diagram such as Figure 1 allows us to overview the mean time to resolve bugs.
Toward improving the bug modification process and shortening the mean time to resolve bugs, the analysis method can help managers/leaders in open source communities to gain understandings of the bottleneck of the bug modification process and of a precise picture of the process in their own projects.
Target Data
In this paper the analysis method only targets fixed and closed bugs. Currently unfixed (opened) bugs are not the target of the method. It neither target unaccepted bug reports. Unaccepted bugs may happen when developers do not recognized them as bugs; developers cannot reproduced the same situation as reported by a user; reported phenomena are not due to bugs but specifications: same bugs are already reported and fixed.
A bug tracking system can be used for not only reporting bugs but also requesting new features of software products as a sort of a task management system. Such feature requests registered in a bug tracking system are outside of the scope of our analysis method, because in this paper we are interested in focusing on a bug modification process.
Procedure

Process definition and data acquisition
A bug modification process must be defined before using the analysis method, because it slightly varies depending on the type of bug tracking systems and management policies in open source projects. For instance, in the Mozilla Firefox project, there are other paths from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved" (e.g., a direct path from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved", a path from "bug assigned" to "bug accepted", and so on).
After defining a bug modification process in a targeted open source project, history data of a bug tracking system is collected. The history data includes when bug states are changed by whom.
Creating state transition diagrams
Using collected history data of a bug tracking system, a state transition diagram is created. The diagram has two roles to understand a bug modification process: a common state transition diagram with state transition probabilities and a diagram focusing on time to transit from one state to another state. The detail of the diagram will be introduced in the case study. 
Analysis based on modification phases
As described in Section 3.2, the analysis method divides a bug modification process into the three phases: untreated phase, modification phase, and verification phase. Calculating and analyzing the amount of time spent in each phase helps managers/leaders in open source projects to identify the longest phase in the bug modification process and then to take measures to improve the current bug modification process in own projects.
Analysis based on state transition diagrams
As presented in Figure 1 and Table 1 , a bug is modified through several states in the bug modification process. Since previous studies did not reveal elapsed days spent to transit between any two states and the number of bugs passed through any paths, the bottleneck in a bug modification process using a bug tracking system could not be identified.
Our state transition diagrams allow managers/leaders to perform fine-grained analysis of the modification process and to monitor the progress of bug modifications in their own projects. In the future work, we would like to provide a means for monitoring the bug modification progress in realtime.
CASE STUDY
This section describes a case study which has been conducted to confirm the usefulness of the analysis method mentioned in Section 4. In the case study, the analysis method was applied to bug modification processes in two open source projects: Apache HTTP Sever project and Mozilla Firefox project.
Target Projects and Data
In the Apache HTTP Sever project and the Mozilla Firefox project, Bugzilla [4] is used to manage reported bugs. Brief summaries of the two projects are as follows.
• Apache HTTP Server Project
The Apache HTTP Server project has been developing a web server software product with high functionality and scalability. The product is recognized as high quality open source software and has the biggest market share. The project has been using Bugzilla since 2002. In the case study, history data of Bugzilla in Apache version 1.3, 2.0, and 2.2 had been examined.
• Mozilla Firefox Project The Mozilla Firefox project has been developing a web browser product with a rapidly increasing share. The product is very popular due to the extensibility of functions (i.e., add-ons). The project has been using Bugzilla since 2001. In the case study, history data of Bugzilla in Firefox version 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0 had been examined. Figure 2 shows the bug modification process in the Apache and Firefox projects. We can see different paths of state transitions from Figure 1 . The actual modification process in the Apache and Mozilla projects includes additional paths: p1 ("bug reported" to "bug resolved"), p4 ("bug reported" to "bug assigned"), p6 ("discussions started" to " bug assigned"), p7 ("bug accepted" to "bug resolved"), p10 ("bug assigned" to "bug accepted") and P13 ("bug resolved" to "re-modification requested"). Table 2 shows statistics of the target data. The total number of bug reports for the target periods is 5,665 for Apache In this paper, the analysis method targets data of fixed and closed bugs (747 for Apache and 2,376 for Firefox) to present a precise picture of bug modification processes in the Apache and Firefox projects. Although the target periods of the case study are different between Apache (80 months) and Firefox (105 months), the number of fixed and closed bugs in Firefox is much larger (nearly three times larger) than that in Apache. This would be due to the differences of domains; Apache is a server software product and Firefox is a desktop application. Table 3 and Table 4 respectively show statistics of bugs in the three modification phases (untreated, modification, and verification phase) and the mean time (the total elapsed days) to resolve bugs in the Apache and Firefox projects.
Analysis Based on Modification Phases
Note that the statistics in the untreated phase do not include the bug report data of the direct state transition from "bug reported" to "bug resolved", because developers would be likely to resolve bugs before reporting bugs into Bugzilla in case of the direct state transition from "bug reported" to "bug resolved". For in stance, 661 of 747 (88.5%) bugs had the direct state transition from "bug reported" to "bug resolved" in the Apache project. We consider that those data should not be counted in the untreated phase. Instead, we included them in the modification phase.
In the both projects, the minimum elapsed days in each phase were 0.00. This can happen when developers find a bug, fix it, and then report it into Bugzilla. In contrast, the maximum elapsed days were over 200 days (e.g., over 6 years in the modification phase of the Firefox project). Since these bugs might be outliers due to some reasons, it seems to be adequate to use the median days to discuss the mean time to resolve bugs. We can see that elapsed all the median days in Firefox were shorter than Apache. Figure 3 and Figure 4 show distributions of the number of reported bugs in each modification phase ((a), (b), (c)) and in the total of the three phase ((d)). In Figure 3and As a result of our analysis using the proposed method, we have found that elapsed days in the untreated phase were shorter than that in the modification and verification phases in both of the Apache and Firefox projects. We can conclude that elapsed days in the modification and verification phase have an effect on the total prolongation of the mean time to resolve bugs in Apache and Mozilla.
Although these results are not surprising results but expected, we also have found that there were bugs elapsed over three months in the untreated phase (i.e., 24.4% of Apache's bugs and 5.4% of Firefox's bugs in the untreated phase) from Figure 3 and Figure 4 . These bugs might not largely influence on the total prolongation of the mean time to resolve bugs, but it might not be acceptable for the projects to ignore them. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the bug modification process in Apache and Firefox respectively. In the figures, the values written above the lines (arcs) show the amount of time (days) spent to transit between states. and also shows the bug modification process in Apache and Firefox respectively, but, in these figures, the values written above the lines (arcs) mean the number of the bugs transited between states and their probabilities (i.e., state transition probabilities).
Analysis Based on State Transition Diagrams
Note that the values are calculated by simply counting how many bugs passed through each arch. The analysis method did not take into account existences of looped paths and self-loops. We need to consider this issue in the future.
Analyzing the time spent to transit between states
Using the analysis method, two transitions consume most of the time in both Apache and Firefox projects:
1 The transition from "bug resolved" to "resolved bug verified" spent the largest amount of time to transit.
2 The transition from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved" spent the second largest amount of time to transit.
However, the third largest amount of time to transit was different between the Apache and Firefox projects. In the Apache project, the third largest amount of time to transit was the transition from "bug assigned" to "bug resolved". In contrast, in the Firefox project, the third largest amount of time to transit was the transition from "bug accepted" to "bug assigned". We also found that in the both projects, the transition from "bug assigned" to "bug resolved" spent shorter time to transit than the transition from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved".
Analyzing the bug modification sub-processes
As illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6 , the method could visualize how many bugs passed through which path, by dividing the entire bug modification process into fine grained sub processes. The figures showed that the bugs without accepted nor assigned (the direct path from "bug reported" to "bug resolved") were 661 (88.5%) in the Apache project and 745 (31.4%) in the Firefox project.
In the Firefox project, over the half of reported bugs (1,501 of 2,376 (63.2%)) transited to "discussions started" and then moved to "bug accepted" (442 of 1,501 bugs) or "bug assigned" (1,079 of 1,501 bugs). The Firefox project had more "re-assigned bugs" (393 of 2,079 assigned bugs (18.9%)) than that (3 of 96 assigned bugs (3.1%))of the Apache project. We can also see that the Firefox project had more bugs (1,422 bugs) resolved after assigning them to developers than that (90 bugs) of the Apache project.
DISCUSSIONS
Based on the results of our case study, this section discusses the usefulness of the analysis method.
Analysis Based on Modification Phases
Since the past studies on the mean time to resolve bugs [8, 15, 20] only analyzed the total amount of time from "bug reported" to "bug verified", they could not identify which phase has the modification delay. By dividing the bug modification process into the three semantic phases, our analysis method allowed us to figure out that elapsed days in the modification and verification phase had an effect on the prolongation of the mean time to resolve bugs in the Apache and Mozilla projects.
We could also find that there were bugs elapsed over three months in the untreated phase (i.e., 24.4% of Apache's bugs and 5.4% of Firefox's bugs in the untreated phase). From these results, we consider that the analysis method would help managers/leaders of open source projects to gain understandings of the bottleneck of the bug modification process and of a precise picture of the process in their own projects.
Analysis Based on State Transition Diagrams
In order to reduce the mean time to resolve bugs, managers/leaders of open source projects firstly need to identify and understand the bottleneck of a bug modification process in their own projects. As a result of applying the analysis method to the bug modification processes in the Apache and Firefox projects, we have confirmed that the analysis method could identify the bottlenecks of the modification processes in the two projects: from "bug resolved" to "bug verified" and from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved".
Although elapsed days from "bug resolved" to "bug verified" were the longest transitions between any two states, we could not confirm the reason (e.g., bugs were closelyinspected in the period? or quality assurance members were late to get round to the verification?). We need to further analyze those reasons to provide a support for reducing the mean time to resolve bugs.
We could also find that there were the three major patterns of elapsed days from "bug reported" to "bug resolved" as follows.
(a) from "bug reported" to "bug resolved" (b) from "bug accepted" to "bug resolved" (c) from "bug assigned" to "bug resolved"
We expected that the pattern (a) should be the fastest path because developers could modify bugs before reporting bugs. However, the pattern (b) and (c) were faster than the pattern (a) in both of the Apache and Firefox projects. This indicates that bug assignments are critically important for reducing the mean time to resolve bugs. In this way, we could obtain the appropriate path for efficient modifications by using the analysis method.
We also found that there were different bottlenecks between Apache and Firefox. While the third longest state transition in Apache project was from "bug assigned" to "bug resolved", the third longest state transition in the Firefox project was from "bug accepted to "bug assigned". In this fashion, the analysis method helped us to find bottlenecks of bug modification processes according to characteristics of individual projects.
From source projects to gain understandings of the bottleneck of the bug modification process and of a precise picture of the process in their own projects, toward improving the bug modification process and shortening the mean time to resolve bugs.
Threats to Validity
In this paper, we defined the start of the modification phase as the time of "bug accepted" or "discussion started". But the actual start time of modifications by developers can be earlier than the time when developers report bugs. In the future, we need to precisely define the start time of the modifications by using CVS commit logs.
The current analysis method does not take account of looped paths and self loops in the state transitions. In Figure  5 and Figure 6 , represented transition probabilities might be derived based on calculations of looped paths and self loops. We have to consider how many times a bug transits to the same state.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we proposed an analysis method which rep-resents a bug modification process using a bug tracking system as a state transition diagram and then calculates the amount of time required to transit between states. Using Firefox and Apache project data, we also conducted a case study to evaluate the usefulness of our analysis method.
From a case study using Firefox and Apache project data, we have confirmed the usefulness of the method as follows.
• The method helped to identify the phase to be reduced by dividing the bug modification process into the three phases.
• The method could find out the bottleneck of a bug modification process by representing it as a state transit diagram consisting of fine grained sub processes.
• The method could extract the difference of modification processes between Firefox and Apache.
• As empirical findings, the method could identify that verifying resolved bugs were the most time-consuming task in both of the Apache and Firefox projects .
The results of our case study suggested that the analysis method could provide managers/leaders of OSS projects with useful information as demonstrated in Section 5, toward improving the bug modification process and shortening the mean time to resolve bugs.
In this paper, however, we did not show the relationships between the states of bugs and the attributes of bugs (e.g., severity, priority, and so on). In the future, the analysis method should be improved to provide useful insights on such the relationships.
